
FORTHCOMING EXHIBITION:  

Carwyn Evans: UDO 

Exhibition preview 6-9pm Friday 3 October 2014  
Exhibition continues 4 October – 13 December 
 
Carwyn Evans presents a brand new body of 
sculptural work that has resulted from the overlaying 
of two contrasting cultures – that of agriculture and 
high-couture. Translating from Welsh as ‘howl’, udo is 
an animal cry, a verb, an action of direct expression. 

Carwyn’s sculptural work is concerned with the 
inevitability that when we consume we produce, 
expressed by the logical relationship between eau-de-toilette and a turd. The artist’s daily experience 
informs this blurring of experiences, resulting in a contrasting landscape of earth, smell, perfume, 
decadence, dread, desire and disgust. 

Evans’ practice draws directly or obliquely on his own personal, cultural experiences while exploring 
broader social and political shifts. He has previously reflected on migrations, translations and 
mutations, and their blurring effect on culture, society and politics. This is referenced in some of his 
choices of materials in more recent works where the agricultural heritage of his past shapes his 
vocabulary – but for UDO it is as much about a different and more rapid urban(e) production and 
manufacture: high end couture, the contemporary artworld, television production and set design that is 
contrasted against the slower seasonal changes of agricultural practice. 

Also showing in Unit#1: 

Inga Burrows: Offset 
4 October – 1 November 2014 (preview Friday 3 October 6-9pm) 

Following a period as the first artist in residence at the production studios of the long-running Welsh 
soap opera Pobol Y Cwm, Inga Burrows has been working with the characters (in character, not as 
actors) to collectively produce work. Off-script but still in character, who are these people? 

Siân Melangell Dafydd: Foxy 
15 November – 13 December 2014 (preview Friday 14 November 6-9pm) 

Foxy is an installation and a limited edition artist’s book containing a short story by Siân. The focus 
of the installation and catalyst for the story is a stuffed fox in a glass case, purchased by her 
grandfather in about 1948. With a background in art history, Siân often returns to themes of seeing 
and sight, or in this taxidermied case, the absence of seeing. As viewers, we have the idea that we 
can look into the sightless glass eyes of the animal and 'know' it, without our gaze being returned.  

For Cardiff Contemporary 

Alex Rich: Reflections Towards a Well-tempered Environment 
Various locations 3 October – 9 November 
For Cardiff Contemporary artist and designer Alex Rich presents a series of interventions 
throughout the city that loosely take their inspiration from the maritime experience and legacy that 
international trading has given to Cardiff. Sometimes iconic, other times whimsical, these 
interventions allow us to experience the city in new ways as sites for activity. 

 
For more information about the exhibition, or to arrange interviews / group visits please contact 
Chris Brown  t: +44 (0)29 2047 3633 e: chris@g39.org  
Downloadable press quality images available at www.g39.org (sign-up required) 
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Carwyn Evans, Untitled, 2014 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 


